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Abstract

Monitoring of the abrasive waterjet (AWJ) cutting process has become increasingly important. The present paper proposes a
model for on-line depth of cut monitoring based on the acoustic emission (AE) response to the variation in AWJ depth of cut,
instead of the expensive and impractical vertical cutting force monitoring. The main objective is to use the AE technique in order
to predict the actual depth of cut in AWJ cutting under normal cutting conditions. It was found that the root mean square of the
acoustic emission energy (AErms) increases linearly with an increase in the depth of cut and could be used for its on-line monitor-
ing. The results show that the AE is the most suitable technique for AWJ monitoring, as the AE signal has high sensitivity to the
variation in the depth of cut.
# 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Abrasive waterjet (AWJ) cutting has been the subject
of much research work. Hashish [1,2] conducted a
thorough theoretical modeling based on the mechanics

of a single abrasive particle developed by Finnie [3] in
the early 1960s. The main drawback of this model is its

suitability for only ductile materials, whereas Zeng and
Kim [4] developed an experimental model for ceramics.
From the little research work done so far, it was

found that the vertical cutting force in AWJ varies due

to the variation in the cutting parameters such as press-
ure, nozzle diameter, stand off distance, and flow rate.
Table 1 summarizes the main studies carried out on the

vertical cutting force in AWJ cutting. Kovacevic [7]
found that the vertical cutting force increases with

increasing pressure, abrasive flow rate and mixing tube
diameter. Whereas, the vertical cutting force decreases
with increasing stand off distance and it is only slightly

affected by traverse rate. It was also found that a large
increase in the magnitude of the vertical force indicates
the presence of the mixing tube wear. This phenom-
enon could be utilized in monitoring of mixing tube
wear. Another study [8] showed the importance of the
ratio of the abrasive flow rate to water flow rate in
affecting the vertical cutting force. However, monitor-
ing the AWJ depth of cut using an on-line vertical
cutting force measurement is expensive and impractical
due to the erosive nature of the AWJ that affects
the dynamometer components [5–7]. An alternative
approach could be the use of the acoustic emission
technique to monitor the depth of cut instead of using
the vertical cutting force signal due to the ease of use
of the AE technique and its low cost.
The acoustic emission (AE) technique has been

applied to diverse fields of manufacturing processes
because of its sensitivity to process parameters. Table 2
shows some of the applications of the AE technique to
some of these processes. This technique has proved to
be an effective means to monitor and control a wide
range of diverse metal cutting processes [12]. Generally
speaking, the AE technique could be applied to all
machining processes involving friction, impact, plastic
deformation, and fracture. Since the frequency content
of the AE signal, typically in excess of 100 kHz, is well
beyond the range of frequencies generally associated



Nomenclature

a scale parameter
b shift parameter
AErms root mean square energy of the acoustic emission signal
C1 constant representing the slope of the cutting force, depth of cut relation
C2 constant representing the AErms at no load
C3 constant representing the slope of AErms, depth of cut relation
dn waterjet nozzle, mm
dm mixing tube diameter, mm
F vertical cutting force, N
h depth of cut, mm
ma abrasive flow rate, g/s
P waterjet pressure, MPa
S stand off distance, mm
u traverse rate, mm/min
a normalization factor
w(t) scaled wavelet functions
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with the dynamic behavior of machine tools and cut-

ting tools, the AE response is taken to be directly

related to deformation, friction, and fracture mechan-

isms of the cutting process itself [13].
The fact that the workpiece material undergoes

severe erosion under the action of the high-speed AWJ

makes the AE technique ideal for the application of

monitoring of the AWJ cutting process. It must be

noted that the AE detects the waves generated by local

deformation in a stressed material. Few attempts for

the application of the acoustic emission technique to

AWJ cutting were carried out in the past decade in

order to monitor and control the process on-line.

Table 3 reviews the main AE studies in the field of

AWJ cutting. All of the studies used the frequency

power spectrum that provides frequency information.
In this paper a signal processing method, known as

the wavelet transform (WT), is introduced. The WT

utilizes wavelets to perform a decomposition of the sig-

nal x(t) into a weighted set of scaled wavelet functions

w(t). In general, for a function of x(t) the wavelet
transform energy can be defined by:

Wx
a;b ¼ aj j�1=2

ðþ1

�1
xðtÞw t� b

a

� �
dt ð1Þ

in which a is a normalization factor, w(t) is the mother

wavelet with the scale parameter a (a, corresponds to a

frequency band, Da), and b is the shift parameter that

provides a set of localized functions both in frequency

and time. Unlike the Fourier transform that gives the

precise frequency information, the wavelet transform

provides band frequency information in the time

domain. The band energy at the scale a can be com-

puted by:

BEa
x ¼

ðþ1

�1
wx
a;b

��� ���2dt ð2Þ

The characteristics of the wavelet transform make

this method more suitable for the analysis of complex

signals such as transient changes that are the symptoms

of the sudden change of the processing state, which is

the case in AWJ cutting. Unlike band pass filtering
Table 1

Cutting force studies for AWJ cutting
Application D
eveloped model E
xperimental work A
uthors
Analysis of energy transformation

efficiency by vertical force

measurements

C

e

orrelation between vertical force and

nergy transfer efficiency coefficient

V

b

ertical force measurments for

oth WJ and AWJ

M
omber 2001 [5]
On-line monitoring of surface

roughness

C

s

orrelation between vertical force and

urface roughness by curve fitting using

ARMA modeling

V

A

ertical force measurments for

WJ

K
ovacevic et al. 1995 [6]
On-line monitoring of depth

of cut

C

t

orrelation between vertical force and

he depth of cut by curve fitting with

step functions

V

d

A

ertical force measurments at

ifferent cutting parameters for

WJ

K
ovacevic 1992 [7]
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where the bandwidth is constant, the band energy at each
scale in the wavelet transform represents a different
bandwidth. Wavelets at high frequency are of short
duration, and wavelets at low frequency are of a rela-
tively good frequency resolution. In theory, a specific
frequency may correspond to a specific processing
state. WT processing of the AE signals helps to
extract features and to establish the relationship
between the AE and the cutting parameters [9].
This paper presents a model for the response of the

AE signal to the variation in the depth of cut. The
main objective is to monitor AWJ cutting based on
continuous measurements of the AE signal instead of
the vertical cutting force signal.
2. Experimental work

A three-axis CNC abrasive waterjet machine is used
in this work. The machine has the following specifica-
tions: work table movements: X-axis: 1219 mm, Y-axis:
1219 mm, and Z-axis movement: 200 mm. The high
pressure intensifier has a maximum pressure rating of

60,000 psi (414 MPa) and power of 30 hp. A Paser 32

abrasivejet cutting system is also used. The waterjet

nozzle used throughout this work has an inside diam-

eter of 0.33 mm, while the mixing tube has an inside

diameter of 1.02 mm and length of 76 mm. Garnet as

an abrasive material of Mesh No. 80 is used for all

experiments. A strain gauge dynamometer is installed

on the table of the AWJ machine that measures the

vertical cutting force. The signal from the dynamo

meter is transmitted to an amplifier and then to a data

acquisition system at a sampling rate of 0.01 s. The

force signal is analyzed by LabVIEW software. The

AE energy with the corresponding data acquisition sys-

tem is used to record the AE response of the AWJ at a

1 MHz sampling rate. The AE sensors are installed on

the sides of the workpiece whose width is 13 mm. The

recorded AE signals are preamplified with a gain of 20

dB. The set-up for the acoustic emission and

the vertical cutting force measurements is shown in

Fig. 1. Carbon steel AISI 1018 in the cold rolled con-
Table 2

Acoustic emission models of selected manufacturing processes
Application P
henomena E
xperimental work and results A
uthors
Friction stir welding A
E caused by friction and impact

when the tool passes over a weld

defect

E

o

w

xperiments on notched welded material;- graphs

f band energy versus time and description of

eld defects

C
hen et al. 2003 [9]
Laser deburring A
Erms varies with laser process

parameters

G

a

raphs of AErms versus distance, depth of cut

nd laser power

L
ee Dornfeld 2001 [10]
Hard turning, grinding A
Erms responds to the change in

residual stresses

G

f

raphs of AErms versus residual stresses and

requency

T
önshoff et al. 2000 [11]
Chip formation A
E responds differently to primary

deformation zone, friction and

wear

A

g

a

E experiments of turning, drilling and grinding;

raphs of AE energy versus time, flank wear

nd frequency

D
ornfeld 1992 [12]
Micromachining

(diamond turning)

A

th
E is sensitive to very small chip

icknesses

G
raphs of count rate and AErms L
iu Dornfeld 1992 [13]
Cutting tool wear A
E responds to the change in the

worn cutting tool

E

s

xperiments of turning with different cutting

peeds and feeds; graphs of AE count rate

versus flank and crater wear

T
eti 1989 [14]
Table 3

Acoustic emission models of AWJ
Application P
henomena
 Results A
uthors
Monitoring of AWJ

dissipated energy

A

A

E energy increases with increase in

WJ dissipated energy
Time domain and frequency power spectrum;

correlation between AErms and AWJ energy

dissipation

M
ohan et al. 2002 [15]
Monitoring of AWJ

drilling depth of cut

A

h

Erms is reduced as drilling time, and

ence depth of cut increase
Time domain and frequency power spectrum;

correlation between AErms and depth of cut

K

K

ovacevic et al. 1998 [16];

wak et al. 1996 [17]
Identification of different

removal mechanisms

A

p

E amplitude is sensitive to change in

rocess parameters during cutting of

concrete
Time domain and frequency power spectrum M
omber et al. 1995 [18]
Monitoring of AWJ

depth of cut

A

A

E amplitude has a high sensitivity to

WJ depth of cut
Time domain, frequency power spectrum and

PSD vs. frequency

M
ohan et al. 1994 [19]
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dition containing 0.15% C, is chosen as the workpiece

material for the experiments. The dimensions of each

sample are: 100 mm in length, 13 mm in width, and

65 mm in height. The vertical cutting force is measured

for each sample from the beginning of the test up to a

length of cut of 38 mm to ensure steady-state AWJ cut-

ting conditions. Afterwards, each sample is machined

by face milling to reveal the kerf surface, and three

measurements of the depth of cut are taken in the

steady state cutting zone and then averaged. However,

the vertical cutting force signal is averaged and the

AErms is calculated for only the steady-state cutting

zone after excluding the entry zone. AWJ cutting con-

ditions used in this study are listed in Table 4.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Vertical cutting force results

As the AWJ penetrates into the workpiece material,
it is deflected in a direction opposite to the direction of
the cutting head traverse, as in many other jet-like cut-
ting processes such as laser and plasma beam cutting,
forming the so-called ‘‘striation marks’’. The main
force that is responsible for cutting is the vertical cut-
ting force acting in the direction of the AWJ itself.
Fig. 2 shows different vertical cutting force signals
obtained at different pressures. AWJ starts to interact
with the workpiece material, at B in Fig. 2a, causing a
sudden rise in the value of the vertical cutting force.
Afterwards, the vertical cutting force becomes stable
from D to E in the stable cutting zone. The same trend
of the vertical cutting force behavior with respect to
time, for a pressure of 100 MPa, as shown in Fig. 2a, is
also observed for all other pressures, as shown in
Fig. 2b–d. However, the difference is that the magni-
tude of the vertical cutting force in the stable cutting
zone increases as a result of the increase in pressure
due to the increase in the abrasive particle velocity. It
is apparent from Fig. 2 that the magnitude of force is
small compared to that found in conventional metal
cutting where the cutting force may reach up to 1000 N
[20]. This result could be explained by the micro action
of a large number of minute abrasive particles cutting
successively in a localized kerf. The fact that the AWJ
cuts the difficult to cut materials with small vertical
cutting force is useful regarding the use of only simple
and light fixtures for workpiece fixation on the machine
table. Also, this result contributes to the achievement
of a cold cutting process since the workpiece tempera-
ture may not exceed 70

v
[21,22].

Fig. 3 shows the effect of pressure on the depth of
cut in AWJ. It is apparent from Fig. 3 that the depth
of cut increases with an increase in pressure due to the
increase of the particle velocity. Hence, abrasive parti-
cles impact the workpiece with a much higher velocity
leading to an increased vertical cutting force. However,
the response is not linear because the rate of increase in
the depth of cut declines as the pressure increases.
The response of the vertical cutting force to the vari-

ation of the depth of cut is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4
clearly shows that the depth of penetration of AWJ in
the material is reflected by an increase in the vertical
cutting force. The experimental results, shown in Fig. 4,
could be used to describe the linear relationship
between the vertical cutting force (F) and the depth of
cut (h) as:

F ¼ C1 h ð3Þ

Eq. (3) provides a linear relationship between the
achieved depth of cut in the AWJ cutting process and
Fig. 1. AWJ acoustic emission and vertical cutting force measure-

ments set-up. (a) Schematic of the set-up; (b) Close-up of the

measurement set-up.
Table 4

AWJ cutting conditions
Parameter U
nit R
ange
Waterjet pressure, P M
Pa 1
00–350
Waterjet nozzle, dn m
m 0
.33
Traverse rate, u m
m/min 2
3
Abrasive flow rate, ma g
/s 2
.56
Stand off distance, S m
m 3
Abrasive mesh No –
 8
0
Mixing tube diameter, dm m
m 1
.02
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the measured vertical cutting force. The depth of cut
could be easily estimated from this equation by mea-
suring the vertical cutting force during the actual
cutting process. Moreover, it could be monitored on-
line if the force signal is continuously recorded. For the
current set of cutting conditions, the constant C1 in
Eq. (3) is equal to 0.6656.
3.2. AE monitoring results

Fig. 5 shows the variation of the acoustic emission

band energy picked up by both sensors, as a function

of time for a pressure of 100 MPa. Six scales of energy

correspond to the following frequency band widths: (a)

scale 1: 15.25, 31.25 kHz; (b) scale 2: 31.25, 62.5 kHz;
Fig. 2. AWJ vertical cutting force signal as a function of time at different pressures. (a) P=100MPa; (b) P=200 MPa; (c) P=300 MPa;

(d) P=350 MPa.
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(c) scale 3: 62.5, 125 kHz; (d) scale 4: 125, 250 kHz; (e)
scale 5: 250, 500 kHz; (f) scale 6: 500, 1000 kHz [9].
Compared to the AE signals obtained from other
manufacturing processes, the band energy of the AWJ
cutting process is much higher in magnitude. As the jet
impacts the workpiece surface at point (B), Fig. 5a, the
level of the AE energy increases suddenly, while the
impact of the jet with the workpiece material occurs.
Fig. 3. Variation of the depth of cut with pressure.
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From B to C, Fig. 5a, the jet overcomes the entry zone,
compared with the kerf in Fig. 5c. Beyond this zone up
to D, the unstable acoustic emission response is char-
acterized by a large variation of the AE energy. The
significant increase in the AE band energy from B to D
could be explained by the high dynamic interaction
between the AWJ and the workpiece. Afterwards, the
AE energy is suddenly reduced to zero due to the sud-
den shut down of the AWJ jet at E. Mohan et al. [19]
found that the behavior of the AE signal with the
depth of cut is the same even when the different depths
of cut were obtained by changing pressure or traverse
speed.
Fig. 4. Variation of the vertical cutting force and the AErms energy

with depth of cut.
Fig. 5. Variation of the acoustic emission band energy with time at a pressure of 100 MPa. (a) Sensor (1); (b) sensor (2); (c) cutting zones of

AWJ kerf.
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The frequency power spectrum and the contour map

of the AE band energy are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a

shows the frequency power spectrum of the signal,

which is a collection of band energies for a given set of

the frequency scale and time. The peaks marking the

start of the AWJ impact on the workpiece material and

the deep penetration in the steady state cutting zone
and the sudden shut down of the AWJ are clearly vis-
ible in the middle along the time axis. Fig. 6b shows
the contour map which corresponds to the energy
intensity at different points, displaying how the signal
intensity of a different particular band frequency chan-
ges simultaneously with time. The dark spots in the
middle of the map representing the higher energy
levels, clearly indicate the high speed impact of the
Fig. 6. Frequency power spectrum (a) and contour map (b) of

acoustic emission band energy with time at a pressure of 100 MPa

(same cutting conditions as shown in Fig. 5).
Fig. 7. Variation of the acoustic emission band energy with time at a pressure of 300 MPa.
Fig. 8. frequency power spectrum (a) and contour map (b) of

acoustic emission band energy with time at a pressure of 300 MPa

(same cutting conditions as Fig. 7).
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AWJ with the workpiece material, and the steady state

AWJ cutting after the removal of the initial entry cut-

ting zone. It is also obvious that the main energy is in

the frequency range of scale 1–4 with a peak at scale 4.
Fig. 7 shows the variation of the AE band energy

with respect to time at a pressure of 300 MPa. The

trend of the AE signal with respect to time for a WJ

pressure of 100 MPa, as shown in Fig. 5, is also
observed for the WJ pressure of 300 MPa. The main

difference is that the magnitude of the AE energy

increases as a result of the increase in the abrasive par-

ticle velocity due to the increase in the WJ pressure

used. One of the useful methods to analyze the AE is

to measure its energy content. The rate of energy

released in the form of acoustic emission is usually

evaluated by the root mean square (rms) voltage [11].
Fig. 9. Effect of pressure on the AErms energy. (a) Sensor (1); (b) sensor (2).
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The frequency power spectrum and the contour map
of the AE band energy corresponding to a pressure of
300 MPa, are shown in Fig. 8. It is apparent from this
figure that the energy level is much higher than its level
for the pressure of 100 MPa, as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 9a shows the variation of the AErms energy of

the signal with pressure for sensor (1). It must be noted
that the calculation of the AErms energy of the signal
is based only on the steady-state AWJ cutting. It is
clear from this figure that for the total energy spectrum
(Tot AErms) and the other spectra of low scales 1, 2,
and 6, there is only a slight variation in the AE energy
with pressure; whereas, at high frequency scales 3, 4
and 5, the AE energy increases with the increase in
pressure. At scale 4, the acoustic energy experiences the
maximum increase with the increase in pressure. The
acoustic energy behaves the same way for sensor (2),
Fig. 9b, but it has slightly smaller value of energy than
sensor (1). It is apparent from Fig. 9 that the AErms at
the scale of 4 could be taken as a means for monitoring
the variation in pressure as it best represents the depth
of cut, compared with the Tot AErms and the other
AErms values at different scales.
The experimental results that describe the relation-

ship between AErms (at scale of 4) and the depth of
cut is shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent from this figure
that the generation of the AE energy in AWJ cutting
depends on the material removal rate or more precisely
the depth of cut. Moreover, the AErms response to the
variation in the depth of cut is more sensitive than the
cutting force response, as shown in Fig. 4.
In terms of the root mean square of the acoustic

energy (AErms), its relation with the depth of cut (h)
can be linearly expressed as:

AErms ¼ C2þC3 h ð4Þ

Eq. (4), which represents the energy consumption in
AWJ cutting in terms of AErms energy, gives a theor-
etical basis for the prediction of the depth of cut in
AWJ cutting. The depth of cut can be easily estimated
from Eq. (4) by measuring the AErms level during the
actual cutting process. In Eq. (4), the AWJ noise at no
cutting accounts for the non-zero y-intercept. From the
fitted line, the constants C2 and C3 in Eq. (4) could be
determined. For the given experimental conditions,
they are equal to 0.6752 and 0.0411, respectively.
From the previous analysis of the results of monitor-

ing the depth of cut in AWJ cutting using both the
vertical cutting force and the AE signals, it could be
concluded that both techniques give a similar predic-
tion of the depth of cut. However, monitoring the
AWJ depth of cut using an on-line vertical cutting
force measurement is expensive due to the high cost of
the dynamometer and it is impractical due to the
erosive nature of the AWJ which erodes the dyna-
mometer components. Hence, an alternative approach
could be the use of AE sensors to monitor the depth of
cut instead of using the vertical cutting force signal due
to the ease of use of the AE technique and its low cost.
However, instead of the fixed AE sensors used in the
current study, rolling AE sensors are recommended to
be installed on the sides of the workpiece, while having
the ability to translate with the cutting head to reflect
the AE signal at the same location of the workpiece
where the AWJ is cutting.
4. Conclusions

A model for on-line monitoring of the depth of cut
in the abrasive waterjet cutting (AWJ) process, based
on the acoustic emission (AE) response to the variation
in the AWJ depth of cut was proposed instead of
the expensive and impractical vertical cutting force
measurement. As a result of the present model, the
following conclusions could be drawn:

1. It was found that the AErms energy increases line-
arly with the increase in the depth of cut and could
be used for its on-line monitoring instead of the ver-
tical cutting force.

2. A model based on the response of the AErms signal
to the variation in the depth of cut was developed
and was used in its prediction.
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